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The Next Decade

Overthe lastfewmonths the executive committee has been
discussing a paper which sets out proposed objectives for
the Society for the next decade. Some specific proposals
have been agreed and are reported in this issue of SL.
Others are more fundamental and are the subject of an
ongoing debate within the executive committee. Full con-
sultationwith the members will take place throughSt and
at the AGM. In the meantime all ideas will be gratefully
received by Keir Starmer.

Membership Monies
As most members will already be aware there has been a
membership 'purge'(not of the Stalinist variety!) in the last
few months. Our records had become dissipated and unre-
liable. So far there has been a very good response from
members who have paid off their arrears and/or frlled in
new standing order forms. If you still owe money and have
not paid us please do so as soon as possible. Ifyou have paid
and have been wrongly approached by the Society for more
money bear with us.

Thafalgar Square
For the last few months the Society has been sharing its
ofEce with t}re Trøfalgør Squøre Deþndønts Cømpaign.
The campaign came into being as a result of the mass
arrests on 31 March 1990. The Society has provided co-
ordination and support.

The IADL
Following the failure of delegates to the IADL Congress
(held in Barcelona last March) to agree to constitutional
amendments, renewed attempts to formulate a revised
constitution for adoption at the next Congress are being
made. A small working group has drafted various proposals
on behalfofthe Society and these will be discussed at the
October meeting of the IADL. Any member wishing to have
copies of our submissions should contact Keir Starmer.

The Haldane Educational T!.ust

In view ofthe severe frnancial difficulties experienced by
the Societyinrecentyears ithas been agreed thatwe should
set up a trust. The Haldøne Ed.ucøtionøl Trust willbe a
charitable trust, concerned only with education and the
relief of poverty. It will cover some aspects of the Society's
work but will be much more ambitious and will hoet domes-
tic and international conferences. Trust deeds and a pro-
spectus are being drawn up. Full details will be reported in
Str in due course,
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BROADWATERS RUN DEEP

Following the 1985 disturbances on the Broadwater Farm
estate, t}ne Broadwater Farrn Defence Cantpaign was
launched by the locaì community to defend those arrested.
Five years on, the campaign has grown into an organisation
working for the whole local community and especially for
those arrested in subsequent periods of police activity on
the estate. Given this wider focus, the Tottenham Three
Fdmilies' Campaign for Jusúice was launched in May 1990.
It brings together the families of Mark Braithwaite, Engin
Raghip and Winston Silcott and their lawyers and support-
ers in a single-issue organisation dedicated to securing the
release and exoneration ofthe three men. There has been
no rift with the Defence Campaigrr, simply a recognition
that the latter has taken off as a more general community
organisation. The Defence Campaign actively supports the
new organisation.

The Families' campaign aims to gain support from all
sections ofsociety in the form off,rnancial contributions and
active involvement in its work. The Haldane Society execu-
tive committee has decided that the Society should support
the campaign and be represented at the regular working
meetings it has planned.

The campaign wants as much support as possible; for
more information contact: The Tottenham Three Families'
Campaign,247A West Green Road, London N15 5ED or
telephone 081 809 6483.
Sally Hatfield

DRIVEN UP THE POLL

The London poll tax charging authorities have begun to
tighten the screws in a bid to recover arrears from poll tax
non-payers. In Camden this September the first sum-
monses have been issued and Hampstead Magistrates'
Court has been set aside each Friday afternoon to deal with
block bookings of 400 cases at a time.

The response of the Cømden Anti-Poll Tax Campaign
has been swift and well co-ordinated. A series of public
meetings were organised aimed at rallying resistance to the
tax and explaining the practical and legal implications of
non-payment. The meetings were well attended and there
was a plethora of probing questions for any lawyer willing
to act as poll tax expert for a night. Most questions
concerned the range and effect ofthe debt collecting tools
available to the charging authority.

On Friday 31 August the frrst 400 non-payers were
summonsed to appear. Most stayed away but there was a
large crowd of protesters and a small band of lawyers, who
set about providing free advice and representation to those
that wanted it.

After four and a halfhours oflegal creativity inside the
courtroom and non-stop singing and drumming outside,
Camden were still struggling to prove a case against the
flrrst couple summonsed to appear. It later transpired that
they had a full defence anyway, having paid their poll tax
already in another area. The other 25 or so cases ofthose
who did attend were adjourned, while Camden eventually
succeeded in obtaining liability orders against the 358 non-
attenders from a weary looking Lay Bench at about 7. 15
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pm. This was in the face of constant'jack in a box' objections
from the lawyers who were by this stage clientless and thus
forced to assume the mantle of eager amicus curiae.

So at the end ofa tiring day the charging authority got
most of what it wanted. But I doubt if they are looking
forward to next Friday, or the one after that, or the one after
that. . .

Hugh Barton

A WATCHING BRIEF

Following the serious concern expressed over the policing of
the anti-poll tax demonstration in Trafalgar Square on 31
March 1990, the Haldane Society has been instrumental in
setting up thLe Ind,epend,ent Monitoring Projecú. The aim of
the project is to safeguard the fundamental freedoms of

speech, assembly and
association, through the
collection of information
and publication of re-
ports. It is envisaged
that independent moni-
tors will attend public

. marches and demon-
strations and will make
detailed notes of events
as they take place.
Monitors will not in-
volve themselves in the
organisation of the
events and will not in-
tervene to give legal or

other assistance to the public or to the police.
T}ne Independent Monitoring Project was launched in

August 1990 and its meetings have been attended by a wide
range ofgroups. It is hoped that project representatives will
be able to attend all future demonstrations against the poll
tax.

T}ae Independent Monitoring Project is in desperate
need of funds. All donations will be gratefully received.
Anyone wishingto receive further details should contact me
at the office of the Haldane Society of Socialist Lawyers,
Room 205, 38 Mount Pleasant, London WC1X OAP.
Keir Starmer

A FREE PRESS

The Independent Publishers'Group (IPG) is hardly a radi-
cal organisation. But in a world where harsh commercial
realities govern which publications survive and which go
under, it is little wonder that the independent press feels
the need to protect itself. Radical magazines experience
immense problems in surviving in a mainstream world.

To put an end to this isolation in the media market, the
team from Euerywoman magazine took the initiative ear-
lier this year and set up the Independent Publishers' Group.
The Group now has over 25 members, including Marxism
Today, New Socialist, New Statesman, New Society, Trou-
ble and Strife, Rouge, Jewish Socialist, The Globe, Ethical
Consumer, Sanity and SZ.

The frrst project, currently underway, is ajoint publicity
campaign. A press release was published in The Guardiøn
in August. Future plans include joint promotions at public
meetings, overtures to otherwise inaccessible large adver-
tisers and research into improving production by sharing
resources. The world out there needs to know that the
radical press is a force to be reckoned with.
Katy Anmstrong-Myers

OUTRAGE UNDER EROS

Under t}re gaze ofEros, on a busy rush hour evening on
Wednesday 5 September 1990, an unusual demonstration
demanding freedom of expression took place. The lesbian
and gay organisation, OUTRAGE, held a 'Kiss-In' to de-
mandthe rightforlesbians and gaymento express affection
in public without fear ofarrest, a very real concern in these
post section 28 times, and a right at risk from heavyhanded
policing.

About 400 - 500 lesbians and gay men gathered in
Piccadilly Circus in central London. Pausing only for
speeches and songs, the demonstrators kissed and hugged
for two hours and there were no arrests.

The Haldane Society sent legal observers, to monitor
police activity. There was only a small police presence
(although a personnel carrier circled the area from time to
time). The police deployed had plainly been instructed to
hold off, and a sergeant informed me that if groups attended
to express calculated disgust, in an attempt to force arrests
of demonstrators under the Public Order Act, then the
police would act against those groups. There was no
opportunity to test this assertion; passers-by seemed
merely curious. A group of building workers leaning over a
hoardingabove the statue retreated sheepishlywhenkisses
were blown in their direction.

Chieflnspector Eric Stephenson, in charge ofpolicing
the demonstration, said after the'Kiss-In'that in his area
no lesbian ot gay man would be arrested for kissing or
cuddling in public. Scotland Yard have indicated that they
will adopt a similar policy. Arrests will only be made for
public sexual or quasi-sexual acts, and then only after a
warning.
Sally Hatfreld
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INJUSTICE DENIED?

On 12 November 1990, the Haldane Society will be sending
a representative to the Court of Appeal to attend the
hearing of Danny McNamee's appeal. There are indications
that this is another case of an Irishman in the wrong place
at the wrong time.

Danny McNamee was convicted in 1987 for conspiracy
to cause explosions. The only evidence against him was the
presence of three fingerprints on materials linked to bombs
found at three locations in this country. He had not visited
Britain. No evidence connected him to any of his alleged co-
conspirators.

The media however, portrayed him as a key conspirator,
the scientific brains behind the operations. The prosecution
was allowed to extend the breadth ofthe conspiracy charge
twice, once ten days before the trial opened and the second
time after the end of the defence case. The trial judge
devoted five hours to the prosecution case and one hour to
the defence in his summing up.

The trial will also be attended by observers from the
United States, Ireland, and from the NCCL and other
human rights organisations.
Nadine Finch

NICARAGUA V US: RIGHT V MIGHT

On 27 June 1986 the International Court ofJustice (ICJ)
gave judgment in the case concerning US military and
paramilitary activities in and against Nicaragua. The
Court held that the US had violated international law and
must indemnify Nicaragua. The Court stated that the US
'is under a duty to immediately cease and refrain from all
such acts'. On 7 October 1985 the US announced its
withdrawal from the proceedings pleading national secu-
rity interests and claiming that the ICJ had no jurisdiction.
This was despite having accepted the compulsory jurisdic-
tion ofthe Court in 1946 and having used the Court on 14
occasions between 1950 and 1988. On 29 March 1988
Nicaragua submitted a claim for $12,216 billion. In Nica-
ragua this is equivalent to eight years ofexport earnings.

The February elections resulted in a victory for UNO, a
t4 party coalition supported by the US. Anticipating that
the incoming government might withdraw from the case
under pressure from the US, the outgoing Sandinista gov-
ernment passed the Løw for the Protection of the Rights of
Nicøragua. This establishes that Nicaragua's claim can
only be withdrawn if the US'voluntarily' agrees to pay an
indemnity equal to the total claimed in March 1988.

The US is clearþ embarrassed by UN condemnation of
its actions against Nicaragua and by the contradiction
between its use of the ICJ against the Iran in respect of US
hostages and its rejection of the court's jurisdiction in
relation to Nicaragua. The US wants to bury this case as
quickly as possible by manipulating a pliant government
which owes its existence to massive political and financial
support from the US.

The UNO government is trying to find a means of
withdrawing the claim without losing face domestically.
The key question is whether or not it will givê in to US
pressure. This would be seen as a breach ofmoral duty to
secure maximum compensation for the tens of thousands of
victims of the war. The conduct of the US in this case has
serious implications for any sovereign state seekingredress
against injustice by peaceful means through international
judicial process.
HelenYuill
Nicaragua Solidarity Campaign
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Caroline Bowman specific fears concerned potential refugees. The
Schengen accords looked and look suspiciously like a
collective attempt to slam doors against potential
asylum seekers. Visa obligations filter out a great
many applicants before arrival, and those who man-
age to reach Europe's doorstep risk having a refusal
entered on frle, preventing entry elsewhere. They also
risk this information leaking back to their country of
origin.

The hnal version has been sweetened a little,
largely due to efforts by Dutch civil rights activists.
The sig:ned agreement provides that in each country
an independent watchdog body will survey the infor-
mation system and produce a yearly report on the use
of information. The second change is that the United
Nations High Commission for Refugees, having been
excludedfrom all previous negotiations, has extracted
a formal undertaking that its representative will be

consulted about asylum policy and informed of indi-
vidual asylum applications.

Finally there is an assurance that asylum appli-
cants have the right to be told of information stored on
the database concerning their application.

Even in its watered down frnal edition Schengen
presents dangers. Will the national parliaments con-
test it? The ratifrcation process only gives a power of
veto, no power to amend. In Europe's present mood it
is not certain that enough politicians will make a

stand of principle.

A Single Bite at the Cherry

The TREVI group outdid Schengen with the sig:ning,
four days earlier in Dublin, of the Convention on the
Right of Asylum. Formally this is an agreement to
resolve the problem of asylum seekers in orbit.
However in effect it also eliminates the possibility of mul-
tiple asylum applications. It establishes the responsibility
of the signatory state to which an asylum applicant frrst
applies, to consider his or her application - that is unless the
applicant has exceptional family or cultural links with
another country or a visa for entry elsewhere.

The unstated logic of the Convention is that the signa-
tory states will feel compelled to unify their policies. Any
country with a more liberal régime than the others will face
a large influx of applicants for refugee status, who will
naturally try the most promising territory hrst. This is
likely to produce a levelling of standards at the lowest
common denominator - Fortress Europe.

As yet the Danes have not signed; they wish to consult
their parliament frrst. However they are expected to drop
their objection at the end ofthe year. The next step will be
ratiflrcation by the national parliaments. This could be a
very important moment for debate across Europe about the
barriers against outsiders which are being quietly erected
on the borders of the EEC.

AWasted Opportunity

Other projects are destined to come before the EEC Council:
in December 1990 the Council is set to discuss a draft
Convention on the control of people at external frontiers.
This looks likely to be the frrst step towards extending
Schengen to the entire territory of the EEC member states.

European policy is directed to attaining comprehensive
repression. Asylum applications will certainly be more
difficuÌt. If border controls were frnally dismantled, inter-
nal controlsbaseduponobligatory ID cards would doubtless
become a high police priority, with immigrant groups suf-

fering the bulk of checks. The Schengen countries already
routinely rely on this weapon.

EEC-wide co-ordination of refugee and immigration
policy could have proved a valuable opportunity to combine
controls with positive rights. In 1987 the European Parlia-
ment published the Vetter report on asylum policy within
the EEC. This contained a checklist of guarantees for
asylum applicants: rapid processing ofapplications, a right
of appeal before an independent judicial body, a right to
legal representation, harmonisation of procedure and an
equitable division of applicants between the EEC nations.
If harmonisation did include any of these positive elements,
EEC legislation could breathe fresh life into byzantine
national administrative practices. Likewise in the area of
regular immigration; why not an enforceable social charter
giving maximum rights to the community's resident non-
nationals as well as the citizens of its own member states?

Unfortunately the above scenario seems unlikely. The
policy of repression seems firmly set, whatever the cost in
human suffering to immigrant families and potential refu-
gees. The irony is that current policy is unlikely to be
effective as a way of stemming the tide of migrants. West-
ern Europe's black economy continues to swallow cheap
foreign labour; and its frontiers are virtually impossible to
secure. North Africa, burdened by debt and a.population
explosion, is a short boat trip away from the prosperous
North. Eastern Europe already seems set to produce
further floods ofrefugees and fortune seekers. The answer
has to be a humane immigration policy combined with
responsible aid to Western Europe's poorer neighbours.
Unless the EEC wakes up to this, we may discover too late
that exclusion and poverty have created a highly explosive
mixture on our doorstep.

Single Europe, Double Standards?

The Single European Act announces the abolition of internal controls within Europe's frontiers.
Hence freedom of movement for Europets citizens, but at what cost to those without community
nationality? Absence of internal controls implies agreement between the member states upon a
policy of control at the exterrral frontiers. Does this mean a community policy on immigration and
refugees?

Throughout the EEC, governments are narrowing the
possibilities of entry for non-community nationals, and
specifrcally those from poorer countries. A combination of
restrictive legislation and administrative torpor hinders
family reuniflrcation for regular immigrants and limits the
rights of those legally resident within the EEC. The
catalogue of restrictions is long; to cite just some examples,
in France the arrival of immigrants'families is held up by
the need to prove possession ofa large enough flat, and in
Belgium foreigners are no longer allowed to live in many
parts of major cities.

Similarly, states' obligations under the 1951 United
Nations Refugee Convention - are being whittled down. In
Belgium the representative of the UN High Commission on
Refugees has recently been removed from the role ofdecid-
ing asylum applications. In Germany, SPD leader Oskar
Lafontaine has announced plans to limit the country's
constitutional obligations to offer asylum. Even in this
atmosphere, there are calls from the right for yet more
draconian measures, particularly in France where political
life has this year been.submerged by racist ferment. The
Gaullist opposition led by Jacques Chirac, as well as Jean-
Marie Le Pen's Fro¿ú National, are casting around for the
xenophobic vote.

Against this background the majority of EEC states are
in no mood to subject their immigration and refugee policies
to the prolonged public and international scrutiny which
Community legislation would bring. Nor do they want
community legislation to be phrased in the dangerous
language of rights for Europe's non-citizens.

The Schengen Experiment

Frequent European Parliament resolutions
guaranteeing the rights of non-European immi-
grants merely pile up on Europe's paper moun-
tain. A discreet attempt by the Commission to
flex its muscles over nationaì immigration
policy was smashed in 1987. A Commission
decision of 1985, enacted under Article 118 of
the Treaty, provided that member states should
inform the Commission of changes to their na-
tional immigration legislation concerning non-
Community countries. The decision contained
the express provision that the Commission
should scrutinise this legislation to see whether
it fitted in with Community interests. In Case

nos. 281/283-5 and 287/85, five member states
succeeded in getting this decision quashed
through a ruling which expressly stated that
control of national immigration policy could not
be covered by the Treaty.

Co-ordination of national policy now pro-
ceeds quietly at intergovernmental level, away

from the intruding democratic eye. The TREVI Group and
the Ad Hoc Group on Immigration, bring together the
Justice and Interior Ministers of the 12 member states.
Working in tandem is the so called Schengen Group, com-
posed of the frve EEC countries who decided in 1985 to
experiment with a frontier free zone.

Behind Closed Doors

After numerous false starts, the Schengen agreement was
frnally signed on 19 June 1990 by France, the Benelux
countries and Germany. Italy is considered set to sign by
the end ofthe year, while Spain and Portugal are reviewing
their border controls so that they can join in too. The
agreement has to pass through all frve national parliaments
before expected ratifrcation in 2O-24 months.

The agreement counterbalances the abolition of inter-
nal frontiers with the imposition of a common visa policy,
police powers to pursue suspects beyond national borders,
and notably the installation of the Schengen database
which will involve the storage and exchange of information
about asylum applicants, missing persons, suspected fugi-
tive offenders, minors, and those subject to exclusion orders
from any part of the common travel area.

Before signature, Schengen was criticised by numerous
civil liberties organisations, including Amnesty Interna-
tional. Fears centred upon what information would be
stored on the database, and who would have access to it.
The greatest outburst was against the plan ofgovernments
to involve Interpol in the administration of the scheme. The
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Keir Starmer

Haldane Forth: What Next?

The Society is facing up to the challenges of the 90s. Writing on behalf of the executive cornmittee,
Keir Starmer summarises the objectives and details the proposals aimed at strengthening our
position as a radical legal campaigning organisation over the next decade.

mittees should be invited to apply for a realistic quarterly
grant from the treasurer, based on their projected outlay.

Some subcommittees such as the Housing subcommit-
tee and the Race and Immigration subcommittee have not
been functioning properly in recent years and should be

scrapped. They have not functioned effectively for some

time for a variety of reasons and the pretence of their
existence is embarrassing and demoralising. They should
be replaced by a housing law liaison group and a race and
immigration law liaison group. These groups should pro-
duce quarterlybroadsheets, circulated to all members who
indicate an interest. That way, a link can be maintained
with those who are interested in the area of law, and the
group can take real shape at short notice ifthe need occurs.
The two broadsheet editors should have observer status at
executive committee meetings.

Going Public

Sociølíst Løutyer is regarded by the executive as a success.

The Society must have a clear commitment to its continued
expansion and development. Real efforts must be made to
assist in frnancing it.

So far as other publications are concerned, there has
been no single publication since the tWapping Report in
1986. Consequently we have been left behind in the debates
about, for example, public order, the right to silence, mis-
carriages ofjustice. Publications on particular issues would
help us to clarify our policy, involve us in important debates
and could form the basis of campaigns.

The Society should therefore re-commence publications
on specifrc issues. They should be relatively short and
written in campaigning style. Initial publications should
cover such topics as Birmingham Six, electronic tagging,
and discrimination within the legal profession.

In addition all submisp tees
should be published. Oft der-
taken by members of thd and
never circulated. This is a waste of our most valuable
resources. Copies of all submissions should be sent to
journals such as the Legøl Action Bulletin, the Løw Society's
Ga.zette and the New Løw Journal, and should be made
available in the offrce and"/or should be on sale for a small
fee.

An Offïce Worker

The administration of the Society has been ad hoc for far too
long. We have only recently acquired an offrce. Previously
the public address ofthe Society changed with each succes-
sive secretary, Consequently the Society was hard to track
downby press andmembers alike andmanyrecords became
dissipated. The workload ofthe secretary is too heavy and
leads to ineffrciency and demoralisation. The only realistic
way to approach the tasks of the 90s is to instal an ad-
ministrator to work from the offrce. The goal should be a
full-time worker. In the short term we should content
ourselves with a part-time worker (perhaps 2 pm to 6 pm
weekdays).

The administrator should be appointed within 12

months of the adoption of this proposal paper. At the same
time a larger office should be sought, with proper facilities,
such as computer, photocopier, and stationery. All records
and Society material should be collected together at this
offrce.

A Broader Membership Base?

The Haldane Society is 60 years old this year. The Society
has campaigned on numerous issues during those years.
Before the Second World War we were a relatively small
organisation, a strange mix of progressive reformers and
those who simply wanted to secure their place in the post-
war Labour government. In spite of the split in 1947 which
led to the formation of t}re Society of Labour Løwyers the
Society continued to campaign vigorously throughout the
40s and the 50s. Membership increased dramatically in the
60s and the workload of the Society began to diversify. In
the 70s the relative importance of industrial strrrggle was
reflected in the work of the Society; the Employment Law
subcommittee was particularly strong. In the 80s the
Society diversified again and the Women's subcommittee
and the Lesbian and Gay subcommittee were born.

The 90s promises radical change on all fronts. In view
of this the executive committee has drawn up a paper of
proposed objectives for the next decade. This is an attempt
to chart possible strategies for the Society and to ensure
that we are better prepared to meet changes as they hap-
pen. The thrust ofthe proposals are that the Society must
become pro-active, rather than simply reactive.

The following proposals were adopted by the September
meeting of the executive committee. All views from mem-
bers are most welcome and should be sent to me.

Higher Profile

The Society must have a higher profile. We should aim to
be the frrst port ofcall for progressive/radical groups who
need legal support. The press should know us suffrciently
well to turn to us regularly for comment and analysis on
legal matters. This process has already begun but needs to
be speeded up.

Over the next year a press and publicity committee
should be set up. This committee should comprise three
people (the chair ofthe Society and two others). It should
meet regularly, comment on events as they happen and
draft possible responses/press releases in anticipation of
major legal events. Letters should be sent to the national
and local press at least on a monthly basis. The Society

should use its considerable resources to write articles
for various journals, for example; the law pages of the
Independ,ent and the Guørdiøn, the Legal Action
Group Bulletin, the New Støtesman lNew Society, the
Law Society's Gøzette, the New Law Journal, Marxism
Todøy.

An Annual Farce

The Society is weak on policies. The Annual General
Meeting is a farce. Largely irrelevant and wordy
resolutions are passed and then forgotten. The Soci-
ety must co-ordinate its policy in a much more realistic
manner. This will involve changingthe nature ofthe
AGM radically. All resolutions and policies of the
Society should be gathered together and copies should
be available at the oflice. These resolutions and
policies should be constantly updated.

Streamlined Subcommittees

The subcommittees are the backbone of the Society.
Some are thriving, others have not been functioning
properly for some time. The Society should make
more effective use of subcommittee work, and there
should be far greater co-ordination within and be-
tween subcommittees.

The subcommittees that are functioning well
should be invited to draw up proposal papers for their
work in the forthcoming months and years. These
should seek to identify the legal issues that would

form the basis of the Society's work in that area. The

(
We should aim to be the frrst port

of call for progressive/radical
gloups who need legal support. ,

proposal papers should be made available to other subcom-
mittees in the hope that work between the subcommittees
will be better co-ordinated. To assist in their work subcom-
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This issue caused debate amongst the executive committee.

All that was agreed at this stage was that the target for the
next three years should be to reach a membership of 2,000
and that this should be done by means of a sustained
recruitment drive. Further discussion on this topic will be
reported in Str in due course.

Joint Projects

Recently a good deal ofjoint work has been undertaken by
the Society. This makes good sense, given the limited
resources ofall radical groups and also reflects the diversity
of our membership. We should try to make all our projects
joint projects, In particular we should aim to increase joint
work with t}ne Society of Labour Lawyers. The approaôh
adopted by the Society should be that every project under-
taken in the next few years should be ajoint project with
another organisation unless there is a good reason for it not
to be.

Financial Crisis

The Society's frnances are in an appalling state, perhaps
worse now that ever before. Short term appeals have been
relatively successful and the executive committee extends
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thanks to all those who have responded. However, we must
take immediate steps to rectify the long term situation and
to set out safeguards to prevent the continual recurrence of
flrnancial problems. It is clear that subscriptions even when
properly collected are not suffrcient to pay for the more
ambitious projects which the Society hopes to undertake in
the 90s.

A finance committee should be set up. This committee
should draw up proposals for paying offthe Society's debts
and proposals for future funding ofthe Society. The frrst
task of the frnance committee will be to sort out the non-
pa¡rment and underpa¡rment of membership dues. The aim
should be to computerise membership as soon as possible.

Charitable Works

In the longer term a charitable trust should be set up called
the Hald,ane Ed.ucational Trusú. The aim ofthe trust should
be to finance all educational research and publication work
of the Society. In addition the trust will run courses,
sponsor conferences and engage in detailed research on a
domestic and international basis. The trust will be funded
completely independently of the Society and will not be
limited to subscriptions. Various proposals regarding the
trust are being discussed at the p¡esent time by the execu-
tive committee and will be reported through Str in due
course.

The paper sets out practical proposals for the forthcom-
ing months. The executive committee is also having more
in depth discussions about the role and ambitions of the
Society in the next decade. These discussions involve the
form the Society should take and the direction of its cam-
paigning works. The views of the Society's members will be
canvassed through the pages of SZ and at the Annual
General Meeting.
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Christina Blacklaws

Child Welfare -
Who Cares?
Christina Blacklaws examines the Children Act
1989 and identifres some major shortcomings in
the government's plans for reforrn.

Many child care practitioners become anxious at the men-
tion of October 1991. This is the proposed date for the
implementation of the Children Act 1989. It is important
for lawyers to be aware of its defects before it comes into
force. I have assumed a basic knowledge of the Act'ó
provisions and, if the reader is unfamiliar with them, she/
he is referred to The Children Act, A Practical Guide by
Linda Feldman and Barbara Mitchels, a useful introduc-
tion.

We Know Best

The Act's fundamental innovation is the combination of
private and public law within one statute - all family
proceedings are now within the civil law. The Act has two
general and possibly conflicting principles: welfarism: t}re
welfare of the child is paramount in all proceedings; and
non-interuentionism: the court cannot make any order with
respect to the child unless it considers that to do so would be
better for the child than making no order at all. These
principles create a wealth of problems over the rights and
liabilities of all parties involved, especially the conflict
between parent/local authority and parenVchild which will
be examined below.

Although the Act can claim the virtues of increased
flexibility and greater emphasis on the child, it is neverthe-
less riddled with flaws and these deserve closer scrutiny.

Choice of LawSrer

One of the rnost worrying features of theAct is its enabling
character. Policy issues of great importance concerning
implementation of the Act have been left to rules which
have yet to surface. For example, in the primary legislation,
it is uncertain whether a solicitor will automatically be
appointed to represent the child, as is current practice in
care proceedings. The child, under the new law, may be

deprived ofseparate legal representation. The Act should
have established the older child's right to appoint his or her
own representative at an early stage in the proceedings,

before the court has had the opportunity to appoint a
guardian ad litem (GAL) or allocated a solicitor to the case

who is not directly chosen by the child. A child may be left
powerless in proceedings under the new Children Act. For
example, without independent protection, a child could be
forced to undergo an internal physical examination under a
new Child Assessment Order. In other circumstances, this
would constitute an assault.

It can be argued that the child will be protected and
empowered by the mandatory appointment of a GAL, who
is under a duty to safeguard the child's interests in a
manneï prescribed by the rules. But she or he is not obliged

(
A child may be left powerless in

proceedings under the
new ChildrenAct. ,

to represent the child's views. This can only be achieved
through separate representation. Although the new Act
appears to establish the child's rights by making his or her
welfare paramount, these'rights'may not be exercisable in
practice without independent legal representation.

If children cannot have an influential input into pro-
ceedings that concern their interests, who.will make the
decisions for them? Parental responsibility can, under the
new Act, no longer be removed from the parent or guardian
or main carer of the child. Consequently, when a care order
is made, parental responsibility will be vested equally and
jointly in the 'parent(s)' and the local authority. The
practical diffrculties are great and may prove unworkable.
And what will happen when there is a conflict of interest
between the parents - now in a position ofpower - and the
child who, possibly, has no access to a separate representa-
tive?

New Order

The gulf between the civil libertarian rhetoric of the Act's
promoters and the practical realities is exemplifred by the
supposed ability ofa parent, child or other interested party,
to challenge an Emergency Protection Order (which re-
places the present Place ofSafety Order). For a start, the
challenge cannot be brought to court until 72 hours after the
order has been made. There is no logical justifrcation for
this restriction. An erroneous application can cause untold
damage to children and their families. Moreover, inter-
ested parties will have only four days in which to apply for
a discharge of the order, during which time they will have
to instruct solicitors, apply for and obtain legal aid, prepare
their evidence and presumably, serve the other parties.
One suspects that EPOs will not be challenged for these
practical reasons and may well, therefore, be open to misuse
by an applicant.

A similarly unnecessary restriction and one that could
also be abused, is the requirement that all Care and Super-
vision Orders must last until the child is 18. This is
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unjustifiably inflexible. The courts should have the power
to make orders for a limited period with regular reviews.

The position of local authorities will be undermined in
true Thatcherite spirit. They are obliged to facilitate the
involvement ofthe voluntary sector in the provision ofchild
welfare services. There is always a danger that unscru-
pulous private organisations may be given a free rein, but
much depends on what effect this new obligation will have
in practice.

Judges Unfettered

A separate issue is selective consideration of the racial,
cultural or linguistic characteristics ofthe child. Although
the local authority has a statutory duty to consider these
factors in relation to children in its care, it seems the court
is, ironically, not obliged to address these issues at all.
Racial, cultural or linguistic considerations do not form part
of the checklist set out at the beginning of the Act to which
the court must have regard. This demonstrates either an
over optimistic view of the judges, or a questionable com-
mitment to genuinely independent rights for children.

To conclude, the Act does have some good points - the
section 8 Orders are to be welcomed, as are the Family
Assistance Orders. However, many parts of the Act are
patchy and inconsistent. If, as seems likely, the régime
under the new legislation will be run on a shoestring,
practitioners will remain justifrably concerned about the
practical results it will bring.
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IN THE FOREFRONT OF SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT

Bill Bowring

ARousing Occasiolt - South African
Lawyers Gather Momentum
In August Haldane chalr Bill Bowring attended the Annual General Meeting of the National
Association of Democratic Law5rers in Durban, South Africa. He reports upon a historic confer'
ence.

(NADEL) is the Haldane Society's sister organisation in
South Africa, and the South African section ofthe Interna-
tional Association of Democratic Lawyers. It was founded
in 1987, andnowhas some 750 members, organisedineight
branches and three regions. Opposition to and rçfusal to
collaborate with apartheid and consistent work for the
community are the main conditions formembership. NADEL
is now obtaining international recognition as the only all-
South African lawyers' organisation untainted by apart-
heid.

Time for Celebration

. NADEL's Annual General Meeting was held in Durban
from 3 - 5 August 1990. EntitledThe Role of Løw,,Lawyers
and the Judiciary in the 1990 s : Frorn the Politics of Protest
to the Politics of Power, it was truly an occasion for celebra-
tion. The unbanning of organisations such as the ANC and
SACP, the release of some political prisoners, the repeal of
some legislation (notably the Separate Amenities Act), and
the lifting (except in Natal) of the State of Emergency, all
manifested a culmination of past struggles and sacriflrces.

Kader Asmal, not only a Haldane vice-president, but a

member of the Constitutional Committee of the ANC and a
Bureau Member ofthe IADL, after spending much ofhis life
in exile, was able to attend and deliver the main Conference
paper. I was also invited by NADEL to participate on behalf
ofthe Society.

The AGM commenced with a rousing, 1,000 strong, rally
in Durban City Hall, addressed by NADEL's honorary life
president, Nelson Mandela, as well as by Walter Sisulu, Joe
Slovo, and NADEL's president Pius Langa, and treasurer
Silas Nkanunu. A SACP youth choir, wearing red berets,
sang chants and anthems. Several times the whole audi-
ence stood and responded.

A Shield Against Oppression

Mandela, in his keynote address, stressed that the
opposite of undemocratic law could not be lawless-
ness, as was being seen with the violence in Natal;
but democratic law, the establishment of a demo-
cratic peace and a democratic constitution. No
society could live at peace without law. Starting
from the 1910 case of Mandelø u The Løw Society
where the frrst black lawyer to qualify (in Lincoln's
Inn) was refused admittance as an attorney,
Mandela outlined the battle for a new constitution,
based on the Freedom Charter of 1955 and the
Harare Declaration of 1989. He insisted that
lawyers had a vital role to play in this process.

Kader Asmal delivered a paper entitled De-
ueloping ø Humøn Rights Culture (I can provide
copies). He noted that: 'The 1943 (African Claims)
Document, together with the Freedom Charter and

the 1988 Constitutional Guidelines present a humanistic
alternative to the paradigm of apartheid. This emphasis on
universal values associated with human rights standards,
the urgent need to replace apartheid structures. . by
democratic ones and active opposition to racism in all its
forms (the constitutional duty to eradicate racism and to
forbid the advocacy and practice ofracism etc, as prescribed
by the Guidelines) counterpose the basic values of human
rights as understood in international law to the illegitimate
doctrine of institutionalised racism'.

He showed that in a country such as South Africa, the
development of a culture of human rights is a revolutionary
concept, vital to a democracy, and a shield against oppres-
sion. He discussed the problems of entrenching and imple-
menting the second-generation economic, social and cul-
tural rights, deeply influenced by the socialist tradition,
within a market economy; and of the judiciary. He ende:d

with the reminder thatthe struggle for rights is the struggle
for justice.

Haldane's Interest

Other open sessions focussed on the Natal violence, with a
showing ofthe video The Killing Fields, and a discussion led
by Willis Mchunu, in whiçh Chief Buthelezi's legal adviser,
Roly Arenstein, participated - not without challenge. Re-
sponses to state and rightwing violence, as obstacles to
normal and free political activity, were canvassed.

Much of Saturday and Sunday were devoted, with irn-
pressive discipline, to business; resolutions passed will be
supplied to us in due course. A new executive was elected.
Great interest was expressed in the Haldane Society, as an
explicitly socialist organisation; and two South African
lawyers joined.
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Stephen Sedley QC

HiddenAgendas: The Growth of Public
Law in Britain and Canada

The world in which English public law has taken such
strides is a world subject to common stresses. National
responses to these stresses are, however, as different as the
history and circumstances of the nations themselves, and
this makes the search forparallels and discrepancies deeply
problematical. There are few ways of adjusting profound
historical and cultural differences so as to afford a true basis
of comparison between nations. For example, it would be
extrmely unwise to draw simple parallels between the
activism of the modern British judiciary and that of the
Supreme Court of India during the later years of Justice
(ultimately ChiefJustice) PN Bhagwati, even though these
have coincided in point of time.

At the same time, there may be common factors in the
shift of the courts from abstention to interference in the
balance of power between the citizen and the state. In both
countries thejudiciary has continuously had a choice, and
in each it has deliberately shifted from a hands-off to a
hands-on policy. But the tendency of the United States
Supreme Court in the same period to move in an opposite
direction at once negatives any easy deduction that legal
systems have a common dynamic - unless it is possible to
discount the US Supreme Court on the grounds that is has
been politically packed by presidential nominations. But
then what state does not appoint'safe'judges?

What we are looking at is not a homogeneous and
conspiratorial state structure in any ofthese countries, but
the relative autonomy of law in a state system which needs
both a loyal and a visibly independentjudiciary - two needs
which can pull in opposite directions.

Unpredictable Judgments

The social and political needs perceived by the judges may
largely coincide with those perceived by politicians and civil
servants, but how each responds is conditioned in part by
the inherited logic of the apparatus they administer and in
part by differing views of what the best response is in the
interests of their society. Both the professionalism and the
politics of the judges will go to form these views, and this is
why the judicial response to political cases is not readily
predictable in a good many instances. Further, because
politicians rarely look beyond the medium term while
judges sometimes look hard at the long term, similar views
applied to similar probìems may not produce even the same
desired answer judicially as they do politically.

It is for these reasons, among many others, that recent
experience in Canada affords interesting comparison with
British experience. The passage in 1982 ofthe Trudeau
government's Charter of Rights and Freedoms, when com-
pared with the failure of British initiatives to introduce the
European Convention on Human Rights into United King-
dom law, deserves study in itself. But irrespective ofthe
political outcomes, the Canadian judicial response to the
new opportunities afforded by the Charter is striking, has

It was thought with some justifrcation that Trudeau's
Charter would be stultifred by similarþ restrictive inter-
pretation, and in particular by a strict regard, save in very
clear cases, for the integrity of laws passed by elected
legislatures. Instead the Canadian Supreme Court has
picked up the ball and has run so fast with it that it seems
to some commentators to have gone offlimits.

Although he played a key initial role in this process, it is
less easy to ascribe these developments to the late Chief
Justice Laskin than those in India to Chief Justice
Bhagwati. But Laskin set the ball rolling by ensuring the

Inthe second part of his examination of the deuelopment of control ouer the exercise of state power, Stephen Sedley
looks at the eagerness with which the Canadian judiciary haue seized constitutional supremacy and identifies
a similar propensity amongst their British counterparts.

in many quarters been unexpected, and may offer indica-
tions of more general trends when matched against what
has happened in the United Kingdom. It is arguable that
the Canadian bench, with a strong and generous legal
mandate, has compressed into a few years the successful
assault on government which it has taken the British
judiciary decades of more subtle and respectful work to
achieve on what has necessarily been a slightly more
modest level.

Running with the Ball

The Canadian judiciary have inherited an essentially
Anglo-Saxon legal system, and while they continued to
respect English jurisprudence after the abolition of appeal
to the Privy Council in 1949, they showed less vigour in the
post-war years than their British counterparts in develop-
ing public law as a means of controlling the exercise of state
power. They also had at their disposal at federal level a
Constitution oflong standinglwhich they had repeatedly
declined to use as a lever against the misuse of state power,
confining themselves mainly to adjusting the distribution
of powers between Ottawa and the provinces.
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... the courts... have entered deep political
waters and have done so with energy and

without apparent misgivings. 
,

grant ofleave to appeal incase after case under the Charter,
creating a backlog which still bedevils the Supreme Court.
By 1984 the Court2had begun to articulate different rules
for the construction of statutes and the construction of
constitutional instruments, postulating as the guiding
principle ofthe latter the restraint, rather that the licens-
ing, of government action and setting as the aim of the
exercise acapacity for growth and adaptation. There is a
historical irony in the view ofconstitutional law as a fetter
on government: it carries into effect a bravg doctrine
enunciated in 1649 by the radical theorist John Warr:
'. . the pure and genuine intent of laws was to bridle
princes, not the people, and to keep rulers within the bounds
ofjust and righteous government. . .'3

It has taken more than three centuries for the judiciary
in the United Kingdom, Canada and elsewhere to embrace
this once revolutionary concept, and then not for purposes
of which Warr would have approved. But the fact that this
shift has perceptibly occurred and has now begun to be
articulated does argue something ofserious historical sig-
nifrcance in the development of the public and constitu-
tional law ofthe states where it is taking place.

The Sovereignty of the Judiciary

There is always a paradox in the use by the courts ofpowers
conferred by the legislature in order to govern that legisla-
ture, and the Canadian Supreme Court has been careful to
refer repeatedly to its legislative mandate: '. . . the recent
adoption of the Charter by Parliament and nine of the ten
provinces as part ofthe Canadian constitutional framework
has sent a clear message to the courts that the restictive
attitude which at times characterised their approach to the
Canadian Bill of Rights ought to be re-examined.'a

Re-examination has convinced the Canadian judiciary
of the breadth of their new powers: 'Our Charter of Rights
and Freedoms has had the effect of liberating us from the
'tyranny of the majority'. 5 The slighting reference to the
democratic process to which conservative jurisprudence
has for many years had to bow is a signpost to a new road,
at the end of which lies what one perceptive commentator
has called the sovereignty of the judiciary.6

Legislation Overridden

This is not the place for a full appraisal ofthejurisprudence
which the Canadian courts have been developing since
1982, much less for a rounded critique of it. For example,
there was a deliberate political decision not to include in the
Charter economic rights ofentrepreneurs such as freedom

12 13

ofenterprise, probably less for ideological reasons that in
the interests of state economic management. The judicial
trade-offhas been a refusal to accord to employees what the
judges consider to be corresponding economic rights, start-
ingwith the right to strike.? The courts have also chosen the
fundamental stance that corporations rank as individuals
for Charter rights, when it was an equally tenable view that
corporations owe their existence to the state and that
citizens need protection from them as much as from govern-
ment.

All this has far-reaching implications for the develop-
ment of substantive law. But what is germane to this essay
is that in the course of grappling with these issues the
courts, including the Supreme Court, have entered deep

political waters and have done so with energy and without
apparent misgivings.

In 1987 the Supreme Court splitTon the question
whether freedom ofassociation, a protected Charter right,
over:rode statutory inhibitions on the ability of workers to
strike. The majority took refuge in the conservative view
that the Charter right did not make lawful or protect the
collective doing of acts which were not themselves pro-
tected. A powerful minority held that association was
protected in itselfbecause it gave individual acts a different
quality. Theywent on to hold that a measure whichbanned
strikes could only be reasonable and hence constitutional if
it afforded an arbitral alternative. The important aspect of
both the majority views is that each was predicated on an
entirely political set ofvalues, and each involved ajudicial
override of legislation - the majority view overriding the
Charter, the minority view the statute.

Moving the Goalposts

None of this will surprise those who discern politics mas-
querading as law in many public law judgments given in the
United Kingdom and elsewhere. What is new is the readi-
ness of the Canadianjudiciary, given the opporiunity to do
it openly, formally to rearrange the constitutional order in
their own favour. Four years after the Charter was enacted
the Supreme Court was called on to decide whether an
injunction granted against secondary picketingin anindus-
trial dispute infringed the Charter right offree expression.s
One member of the Court held that picketing had nothing
to do with freedom ofexpression. The majorityheld that the



injunction did infringe the Charter right but that this was
justifred by the overriding proviso in section one of the
Charter that its rights and freedoms are 'subject . . . to such
reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably
justifred in a free and democratic society'. It is a fair
comment that any parliament which hands such a value-
laden criterion to the judiciary deserves all the political
consequences which follow, but the Supreme Court's use of
it was breathtaking.

Thejudges took it on themselves to prescribe the appro-
priate limit upon the Charter right - a pressing and sub-
støntial concern on the part ofthe employers that breaches
oftheir contracts should not be induced - and by a majority
gave this common law right priority over the Charter right
of the employees. Lord Diplock's words come back: '[The
rulesl were made byjudges, byjudges they can be changed.'

A Charter Party

There remained the diffrculty that the trial judge had
granted an injunction which stifled the Charter right offree
expression. The Court's solution was to hold that the
Charter restrained only acts of government and that the
judicial system was not part ofgovernment for these pur-

poses: the Charter applied only to 'the legislative, executive
and administrative branches ofgovernment'. Equally it did
not apply to private litigation. Both ofthese propositions
were seated alongside acknowledgements that the Charter
bound the courts and that it governed common law as much
as it did statute law.

To an unsophisticated mind the propositions and the
acknowledgements are entirely incompatible, and the Su-
preme Court's reasoning does little to bridge the gap: 'I
cannot equate for the purposes ofCharter application the
order of a court with an element of government action. This
is not to say that the courts are not bound by the Charter.
The courts are, ofcourse, bound by the Charter as they are
bound by all law. It is their duty to apply the law, but in
doing so they act as neutral arbiters, not as contending
parties involved in a dispute. To regard a court order as an
element of government intervention necessary to invoke
the Charter would, it seems to me, widen the scope of
Charter application to virtually all private litigation. . . [if]
the Charter precludes the making of the order, where a
Charter right would be infringed, it would seem that all
private litigation would be subject to the Charter.' It is
frankly not easy to comprehend how, if the Charter applies
to the common law and to the courts, a litigant's common
law rights and liabilities are not affected by the Charter.
The proposition that a court's order is not an act ofgovern-
ment, even if correct, does not answer the conundrum.

The signifrcance of the Dolphin Delivery decision to this
essay does not lie, however, in whether in a philosophical
sense the reasoning ofthe Supreme Court is right or wrong.
It lies in the exercise of an undoubted choice by the Cana-
dian judiciary between adherence to traditionally deferen-
tial relations with elected governments and the seizu¡e of
constitutional supremacy. In contrast to earlier historical
phases when the frrst opti'on was preferred, today's judici-
ary has welcomed and taken the second. It is a matter of
secondaryinterest thattheyhave hadto resort to a quaintly
ontological view oftheir own function in order to do it.

Forty Year Shuffle

Is this a historical accident resulting in Canada from the
near-abdication of government in favour of the judiciary by
a fqrmal constitutional instrument? The speed and assur-
ance with which the process has been conducted are un-
doubtedly consequences of the formality of the handover,
but there are good reasons for thinking that the choice of
paths is notfreakish orlocalised. It presupposes two things:
the existence of the choice, and a judiciary with the desire
and the self-conflrdence to opt for independence.

The first part ofthis essay has attempted to show that
in the different conditions of the United Kingdom both
elements can equally be discerned. Where Canada at one
recent stroke constitutionally liberated a conservative ju-
diciary from its perceived constraints, the Britishjudieiary
has for some 40 years been shufTling off similar fetters, so
that it too has fundamental choices before it. Further, the
British courts have in more recent years displayed growing
confidence in the system ofpublic law which it has been
their great modern achievement to construct.

The House of Lords deliberately signalled this ein 1983
when it used the doctrine of abuse of process to compel the
bringing ofall public law challenges by the single procedure
ofjudicial review. The legal and practical difficulties which
this brought in its train, as well as the numerous academic
criticisms of the decision, are of far less signifrcance that the
bare exercise ofjudicial choice which was made when the
opportunity arose.

Potent Apparatus

An interegting recent step down this road in the United
Kingdom has been the decision of the Court of Appeal,
presided over by the Master of the Rolls, that the entirely
self-constituted Panel on Takeovers and Mergers, which
regulates dealings and dealers in the London securities
markets, is answerable in judicial review proceedings for
breaches of its power and duties.l0 The court had an
unimpeded choice. There was no tenable private law right
available to the aggrieved party, but there was no existing
doctrine of public law to which it could resort, since the
Panel was a creature neither of statute nor of prerogative
power.

fn an era ofdeliberate governmental abdication to the
market and ofderegulation ofbusiness, it would have been
consonant with current philosophy and practice to send the
applicants away empty-handed, as the courts are showing
themselves willing to do with individuals whose misfortune
is their poverty or their origin.11 But to do this would have
been to acquiesce in the creation ofmajor no-go areas for the
law in the foreseeable future. The court was therefore faced
with a longer-term challenge to the rule of law, and braced
by the now potent apparatus of public law it radically
enlarged the ambit ofjudicial review to embrace this new
phenomenon. In essence the Court ofAppeal held that the
character and effect ofpowers,just as much as their source,

could make them public law powers; and if they were, the
court could supervise their exercise. In an equally interest-
ing fallback, it was also held that by abdicating in favour of
self-regulation, government had devolved its own powers
upon the City, and that the court's eye followed them there.

Governing Government

The contrast between the adoption ofthis last position by
the British courts and the position taken in relation to
corporate power by the Canadian courts is signifrcant be-
cause by philosophically opposite means both judiciaries
have been driving at the same practical end. It is not a
Machiavellian end of usurpation of state power: most
judges would not want thatifitwere openly offered to them.
But it is an end which reflects the still-growing belief in
systems of public law as a wholesome and objective means
of governing government, and the widespread mistrust of
elected governments and their administrations. Such
mistrust is common in the social strata from which the
judiciary are chiefly drawn in countries as divergent as
Canada and India, though its motivation is as ofien patri-
cian as it is empirical.

But disbelief in governments and belief in the law as an
objective watchdog is by no means confrned to the judges
and lawyers who operate the system: it is shared by many
people who have reason to mistrust governments and their
apparatuses and who look to the law to redress their
powerlessness. In this sense governments on both sides of
the Atlantic have helped, actively in Canada, passively in
the United Kingdom, to create the voids which the judges
are frlling.

This essay has attempted to suggest some of the historic
reasons for the now clear jucicial willingness to step in and
not only frll the spaces but devise fresh powers ofinterven-
tion. It is clear that the present confidence ofthe judiciary
in the cogency ofthe doctrines they have developed and the
eflicacy of the powers they possess is a key factor in the
continuance ofthe process, and it is certain that the end is
not yet in sight on either side ofthe Atlantic.
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Philip Mead

Global Warming to Environmental Law

In SZ no.10 Philippe Sands looked at the role of the citizen in initiating legal moves to thwart those
who despoil the planet. Continuing our contribution to the green debate, Philip Mead gives a
preliminary assessment of the potential for protecting the environment by subjecting sovereign
states to the rule of law.

The need for regulation ofstate activity affecting the envi-
ronment was explicitly recogrrised as early as 1972 by the
United Nations Conference on the Human Environment'
The Declaration ofthe Conference prescribed 26 priniciples
of a non-legally binding nature, similar in effect to the early
declarations on human rights. The need for regulation
arises because ofthe existence ofconflicting priorities. This
is brought out in principles 21 and 22 of the Declaration
which refer to international law.

Principle 21 stipulates: 'States have in accordance with
the Charter of the United Nations and the principles of
international law, the sovereign right to exploit their own
resources pursuant to their own environmental policies,
and the responsibility to ensure that activities within their
jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the environ-
ment of other States or of areas beyond the limits of
jurisdiction.'

A Right to Exploit?

Principle 22 continues: 'states shall cooperate to develop
further the international law regarding liability and com-
pensation for the victims of pollution and other environ-
mental damage caused by activities within the jurisdiction
or control ofsuch States to areas beyond theirjurisdiction.'

The right ofone person to exploit the earth's resources
is juxtaposed with the right of others to a clean environ-
ment. How does international law tackle this conflict?

In this article I aim to give a briefsurvey ofsome aspects
of the international law of the environment. Two contrast-
ing areas will be highlighted where attempts have been

made to construct an international legal régime which
takes into account environmental issues. Reference will
then be made to some of the more recent trends in the
international regulation of the environment.

Poison Your Neighbour

The leading international case on transnational pollution
and the rights and duties of states is t}:'e Trøil Smelter
Arbitration (United States u. Cønada 1941 3 RIAA1905).
This concerned the emission ofover 300 tons ofsulphur per

day by a Canadian company situated close to the border
with the state of Washington. One question referred to
arbitration was whether the smelter should be required to
refrain from causing damage in the future. The arbitral
tribunal held that no state has the right to use or permit the

use of its territory in such a manner as to cause injury by
fumes in or to the territory ofanother, or persons therein.

A second case which reinforces the duty of care as

between states is the Corfu Channel case (United Kingdom
u. Atbania) decided by the International Court ofJustice in
1949 (ICJ Reports 1949 p.4). This concerned the laying of
mines in a channel within the territorial waters of Albania

_____

as a result of which two Royal Navy cruisers were badly
damaged. The Court held that Albania had been in breach
ofits obligation'not to allow knowingly its territory to be
used for acts contrary to the rights ofother states'.

Whilst case law at the international level is sparse,
international authority does set a clear baseline, particu-
larly in relation to the settlement of transnational envi-
ronmental disputes. Reflecting this, claims for compensa-
tion have been successfully raised at national level in such
matters, for example, as downstream pollution carried by
the Rhine, transnational air pollution by coal dust, oil
spillages and the carrying out ofhazardous activities close

to a border.

E'.,,

Penguin Diplomacy

The most effective tool for international regulation is the
multilateral treaty or convention. An early example is the
Antarctic Treaty 1959 (UKTS 97 (1961); Cmnd 1535), cre-

ated by a select club of states who made a territorial claim
to (or declared an interest in) parts of Antarctica. The
Antarctic Treaty stipulated that the continent is to be used

for peaceful purposes only; all military measures or ma-

T¡

noeurres, or the testing ofany type ofweapon are prohib-
ited; nuclear explosions are prohibited and radioactive
waste is not be be disposed of there. Scientific investigation
of Antarctica is free and the Contracting Parties have
agreed to cooperate through the exchange ofinformation.

Criticism has been levelled at the Treaty régime for
being exclusive to certain states, Such environmental
regulation as exists has been'issue specifrc' and there has
not in the past been an overall conservation stratery and no
guidance where problems of conflicting use have arisen.
Such a tension underlies the recent Convention on the
Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities 1988
(Cmnd. 634; 27 ILM 868), which prohibits mineral resource
activities in Antarctica except in accordance with the
Convention. The Convention stipulates extensive provisions
for the environmental assessment, supervision and moni-
toring of commercial activities in Antarctica.

Some states have made a plea for the southern polar
continent to be part of the'common heritage of mankind', a
modern concept of territorial status in direct conflict with
those states espousing territorial claims or interests, par-
ticularly in relation to the exploitation of the continent's
natural resources. The notion of 'common heritage' has
accordingly not found favour with the Contracting Parties.

Doing lVithout Frontiers

The progress achieved through consensus decision-making
amongst a limited number of states (along with'growing
co-operation with outside bodies such as the United Nations
Environmental Programme) in the case of Antarctica, may
be contrasted with another area ofuniversal interest, the
law ofthe sea.

Representing one of the most signifrcant attempts at
global regulation, the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea 1982 was concluded at Montego Bay, Ja-
maica (Cmnd. 8941; 21 ILM 1261). The Convention consti-
tutes a complex bargain between a variety ofgroupings of
states in relation to the several elements comprising inter-
national maritime law. One such discrete topic is regula-
tion ofthe seabed and ocean floor and the subsoil beneath
it, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction (called 'the
area': Article 1(1)). The area and its natural resources are
declared to be the common heritage of mankind (Article
136). No state may make a territorial claim to the area.
Activities in the area must be carried out for the benefrt of
mankind as a whole taking into particular consideration
the interests and needs ofdeveloping states . More specifically
the Convention provides for the promotion of transfer of
technolory and scientifrc knowledge to the less developed
countries.

All at Sea

The seabed authority, createdbythe Convention, has power
to adopt appropriate rules for the prevention ofpollution by
any such activities for the protection and conservation of
the natural resoürces ofthe area and for the preventing of
damage to the fauna and flora of the marine environment.

Unfortunately, there are major hurdles to be overcome
before international regulation of the seabed is achieved.
Firstly, the 1982 Convention is not in force. Secondly, and
perhaps more importantly, the developed industrial states,
particularly those who may seek to exploit the seabed
resources such as the United Kingdom, are hostile to the
deep seabed régime and are unlikely to sign or ratify the
Convention. Even if the deep seabed régime comes into
force, states which do not ratify the Convention will not
consider themselves bound by it.
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Ozone Hostile

Most recently, attention has been focussed on the degrada-
tion ofthe atmosphere and the necessity for international
regulation to preserve the global environment and prevent
drastic climate change. The Vienna Convention for the
Protection of the Ozone Layer 1985 (UKTS 1 (1990); Cm.
910) represents a first tentative step towards the preserva-
tion of the earth's atmosphere. The 1985 Treaty establishes
a basis for cooperatron between states and provides a
framework for further research and systematic observation
ofthe ozone layer, and for the exchange ofscientiflrc, techni-
cal, socio-economic and legal information. A secretariat and
a conference procedure are established to formulate and

a
t The establishment of a secure

international legal régime may reduce
the effectiveness of environmental regu-

lation through compromise.

,

adopt concrete proposals. The Montreal Protocol on Sub-
stances that Deplete the Ozone Layer 1987 (UKTS 19
(1990); Cm.977) is a product of this process.

Article 2 establishes detailed obligations on the prohibi-
tion of consumption of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) above
1986 levels from July 1989 onwards, and on the consump-
tion ofhalons above 1986 levels from February 1992 on-
wards. Parallel provisions are laid down in relation to



production with a margin of discretion of 10 per cent in
certain circumstances. A phased reduction for CFCs is then
envisaged, to 80 per cent for 1993/1994 onwards (and 50 per
cent by 1998/1999 onwards) and 1998/1999 in relation to
halons.

A system of transfer of production capacity is estab-
lished for small producing states, and allowance is made in
production levels for new facilities producing CFCs and
halons contracted for prior to the conclusion ofthe Protocol.
Further, developing countries may invoke a ten year dero-
gation from the limits in Article 2 provided consumption
does not breach a particular threshold.

A Fragile Consensus

This timetable has since been overtaken by events to such
an extent that the parties to it have now agreed at their
London meeting in June of this year to phase out CFCs
entirely by 2000 (via a 50 per cent cut in 1995 and an 85 per
cent cut in 1997) with a commitment that halons should also
be phased out entirely by 2000. Controls have likewise been
placed on other substances such as carbon tetrachloride.

Environmental regulation on the international plane is
no single issue process. Underneath lies a complex of
conflicting priorities: territorial claims;'rights' to the earth's
resources;'rights' to scientifrc knowledge and technolory
transfer;'rights' to development;'rights' to consume.

The establishment of a sufficiently broad consensus to
create a secure international legal régime may reduce the
effectiveness of environmental regulation through com-
promise. Nor has the question of enforcement been ad-
dressed. The welcome announcement that there will be a
world climate convention to curb emissions of greenhouse
gases and to stop the cutting down of forests begs more
questions about the settlement of subsisting economic and
political issues that it does provide ready answers to the
deterioration of the atr¡losphere.
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Andrew Buchan

Communit
Policy or

y Care

Smokescreen?
Sometime around 1987 a permanent secretary
at the DHSS is said to have told his staff: 'If you
are not confused [about community care] it
shows that you are not thinking clearly.'

Straying beyond the strictly legal, Andrew
Buchan attempts to untangle the main issues
and proposals relating to the government's
concept of 'care in the communityt.

The most comprehensive defrnition of community care was
given by the DHSS to the Social Services Committee in
1985:
"'Community Cate" is a multi-purpose phrase whichmeans
different things to different people and in different contexts.
It may be used as a description for the range of services
provided outside institutions; or it may be used in terms of
objectives, for example:

o to enable an individual to remain in his or her own
home wherever possible, rather than being cared for in
a hospital or residential home;

. to grve support and relief to informal carers (family,
friends and neighbours) coping with the stress of a
dependent person;

. to deliver appropriate help, by the means which causes
the least possible disruption to ordinary living;

o to relieve the stresses and strains contributing to or
arising from physical or emotional disorder;

. to provide the most cost effective seryices to meet the
needs ofthose being helped;

o to integlate all the resources ofa geographical area, in
order to support the individuals within it. The resources
might include informal carers, NHS and personal social
services and organised voluntary effort, but also shel-
tered housing, local social security offrce, the church,
local clubs, and so on.'

An Important Variable

Thus community care is a way of responding to a whole
range ofpersonal and family needs. This requires coopera-
tion between a range of services and will involve general
and specialist health workers, care givers and others. It will
cover prevention, treatment for rehabilitation, health
maintenance and social supportive networks. The group in
relation to which objectives are set is perhaps the most
important variable, but the nature ofresources available
and and current practice patterns in a given locality also
help to fashion objectives.

Handled With Care?

Two documents in the 1970s urged'better services for the
mentally ill' and the'mentally handicapped', by providing
services in the community rather than in long stay institu-

tions. The Tories set out their policies on community care
in their 1981 document Cøre in Acúion. Norman Fowler said
in September 1986: 'Community care is not a new policy. It
is certainly not a recent invention designed to cut costs.
Community care policies have been advocated and imple-
mented by successive governments for at least 25 years.
Not because they are a cheap option. They can be more
expensive than institutional care. Not because they are an
easy option. They can be very demanding for both man-
agement and staff. Community care policies have been
followed because they are a better option - better for those
who wish to remain in their own homes and their own
community as long as possible.'

So much for the words. In practice, the Tories'handling
of community care has been much criticised, not least in the
1986 Audit Commission Report which criticised the slow
build up of community based services which had an uneven
pattern depending upon location.

The increase in services has not kept pace with the
closure oflong stay institutions. Private residential homes
have prospered because some residents are entitled to help
with their fees from supplementary benefrts. The cost of
help increased by f3 billion fuorn f2 billion to f,5 billion
between L984 and 1986 and is increasing rapidly. Super-
vision of the quality of homes has been diffrcult. Some are
good, some bad, all are expensive.

Perverse Incentives

The Commission highlighted the frnancial and organisa-
tional confusion ofthe government's policies; high spending
Labour boroughs were rate-capped for attempting to provide
care in the community.

The Commission recommended (inter alia):

1) that the block grant disincentives to local authorities be
removed. This could be done either by abolishing
rate-capping, or by'ring fencing' grants specifrcally for
community care services;

2) t}nat the perverse incentives encouraging residential
care be removed;

3) a more rational organisational structure be established;

4) the provision of properly trained community based staff.

The government responded in March 1986 by asking Sir
Roy Griffrths (the government's adviser on the Health
Service) to conduct a review of its community care policy.

The Griffrths report was published on the 16 March
1988. He felt that community care required a Minister who
could clearly and publicly be identified as responsible for its
implementation. Two key features of his report are firstly,
that there should be a specifrc grant from central government,
frnancing about halfthe approved programmes; and secondly
that local authorities should have the primary responsibility
forcommunitycare policies, but as enablers, notnecessarily
providers themselves, and subject to approval by central
government.

Thinly Spread

One of the main issues arising from the report was funding.
Sir Roy did not deal with the level offunding, as opposed to
its most effective use, since it was not within his terms of
reference. However, he did say: lMhat cannotbe acceptable
is to allow ambitious policies to be embarked on without the
appropriate funds. On many counts, poorly implemented
programmes for change are veryoftenworse thanthe status
quo. Even with the improved machinery of handling and
funding which are recommended, if we try to pursue un-
realistic policies the resources will be spread transparently
thin.'

Many have doubted whether central government has
the will and capacity to develop the policies recommended
in the Griffiths report.

Griffrths argued for the appointment of a 'Care Man-
ager' for cases where a signifrcant level of resources was
involved. Although many have welcomed the idea, MENCAP
and MIND have, not unreasonably, stressed the impor-
tance oftaking into account the wishes ofthe person being
cared for. This could be organised by an independent
advocacy scheme.

Value for Money

In November 1989 the government published its proposals
for community care in its White Paper Cøring for People. It
proposes six key objectives for service delivery:
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1) to promote the development of domiciliary, day and
respite services to enable people to live in their own
homes wherever feasible and sensible;

2) to ensure that service providers make practical support
for carers a high priority;

3) to make proper assessment ofneed and good case

management, the cornerstone of high quality care;

4) to promote the development of a flourishing independ-
ent sector alongside good quality public services;

5) to clarify the responsibilities of agencies and so make it
easier to hold them to account for their performance;

6) to secure better value for money by introducing a new
funding structure for social care.

The National Health Service and
Community Care Bill

Eight enabling sections concern care in the community.
Clauses 37-39 deal with the provision and charges for
residential accommodation and welfare services. The present
provisions are expanded to give local authorities power to
arrange for accommodation in a private or a voluntary
nursing home. Previously authorities could only use resi-
dential care homes.

Clauses 37(4) and 37(5) expand the power of local
authorities to provide for the welfare service of certain
groups, not only with voluntary organisations but also
'other persons capable of providing such services'. The
government has denied criticisms that this means privati-
sation of community care services.

Several voluntary organisations have expressed grave
doubts about the voluntary sector's capacity to provide the
services envisaged by the government.

Finding the Fees

The government proposes that residents'needs should be

assessed by a local social services department. At the same

time local authorities are encouraged to enter into contrac-
tual agreements with independent providers of residential
and nursing home care for which there will be no nationally
set limits as to the level of fees. The White Paper argued
that the government hopes that the introduction of 'com-

petitive tendering disciplines' to residential and
nursing care will 'enhance the ability of social
services authorities to obtain best value for' public
money.

In response the AMA say that: 'The reassur-
ing words about a pluralistic approach which
would encourage local authorities to share the
provision of services with a range of providers
does not seem compatible with the frnancial pro-
posals for residential care. These will provide
very strong frnancial incentives to authorities to
divest themselves of this direct provision.'

Clause 41 ofthe Billrequires local authorities
to prepare and publish detailed community care
plans which are to be kept under review and
which are liable tomodifrcation atthe direction of
the Secretary ofstate. Clearly these proposals
expect a lot oflocal authorities many of which are
already overstretehed. The White Paper indi-
cates that plans should be reviewed annually.

Assessment of Needs

Clause 42 of t}re Bill provides that the local
authorities shall, 'carry out an assessment of an individu-
al's need for community care and decide whether services
are to be provided'.

One of the principal criticisms of giving local authorities
power to plan community care and structure resources
accordingly is that local authorities tend to take a short
term view. Another major concern is that the 'consumer'
cannot challenge the assessment.

Clause 43 provides for the inspection of premises (in-
cluding local authority premises). However, local authori-
ties are being asked to inspect their own services. The
White Paper indicates that these 'independent inspection
units'will be set up by local authorities and accountable to
the directors ofsocial services, but will be independent of
the day to day management of local authority homes.

Clause 44 extends the duties oflocal authorities to act in
accordance with any directives issued by the Secretary of
State to set up enquiries; to declare the authority in default
of its duties; and to make an order requiring compliance
within a specifred period.

Ring Fencing

Further, Clause 44(3) enables the Secretary of State to
make specifrc grants for local authority social services
expenditure on the mentally ill. Widespread concern has
been expressed about the lack of'ring fencingi ofresources
for other community needs. These other needs will be

financed through the central government grants and will be

subject to the considerable pressure already faced by local
authorities.

The Royal College of Nursing, not known for its radical
views, said this of the White Paper; '[It] places totally
unrealistic expectations on social services. It is a paper
which sets out to give social services the responsibility with
little freedom to manoeuvre. The cost in terms of services
and administration will be phenomenal which the local
authority will be unable to meet. (The next general election
willbe pastbefore the real implications are apparent). They
are being set up to fail.'

The government is obviously heading for another clash
with local authorities concerning the most vulnerable mem-

bers of our society. We are seeing the results of a decade of
neglect and cost cutting. The government's plans can only
make matters worse.

REVIEWS

POLICING'DOMESTIC' VIOLENCE

Susan S.M. Edwards
Sage Publications, f 10.95

Before opening Sue Edwards' book I anticipated that it
wouldtrytoidentifr and expose prejudicial and entrenched
attitudes to violence against women. In that sense, I was
not disappointed.

Policing'Domestic'Violenc¿ examines how the law (both

the judiciary and the executive) responds to viol'ence to-
wards women from men to whom they are related.

The author has a long line ofrespected research to her
name. She has been able to draw upon her extensive
knowledge and expertise in this publication. The book is
full of tables, facts, frgures, references and statistics. It is
not for light reading. No academic stone has been left
unturned. For almost every view expressed the author
supplies a reference or statistic.

The author was assisted in her research by two London
police stations, two outer London forces and a number of
individual police offrcers. She was also helped by the
National Women's Aid Federation and Chiswick Family
Rescue. Seventy women were interviewed and one chapter
ofthe book (perhaps the most interesting) is devoted to the
women's experience of police intransigence and of legal
inertia.

Five pages are devoted speciflrcally to the question'why
do women stay?' The author summarises the argument
between Erin Pizzey and, effectively, the rest. The manner

in which this is presented shows how an author can ma-
nipulate and select words to colour one's perception ofthe
merits of a debate. To say that Ms Pizzey has revived tlre
tradition of blaming the victim is too clearly a burial of a
view with which the author does not agree. It is a piüy that
the author so readily dismisses views that disturb her
overall perception.

This is a book which sets out to identify and expose

entrenched and erroneous attitudes towards domestic vio-
lence. The book asks why domestic violence is trivialised,
why women's safety is devalued, why men hit, why women
stay. For answers we are given basic assumptions of the
male orientation of society, male power wielding and male
value determination. The book endorses the theory that
society has been created as if women did not exist, but
refuses to contemplate the painful postulation that women
may have contributed to the kjnd of society which devalues
them.

Those who read this book are likely to be sympathetic to
the author's thesis. Many readers will have their views
reinforced and their arguments extensively substantiated.
However, this is not a book to persuade or encourage the
unconverted. Although the police have cooperated in the
research for this book and although it is acknowledged that
in recent years the police have encouraged initiatives deal-

ing with domestic violence, the indi-
viduals in that institution are dis-
couragingly portrayed as disinter-
ested, sexist and judgmental. They
are a product of a misogTnist society
- whether this is a further indictment
or an excuse is not clear.

Policing 'Domestic' Violence ex-
amines not only male violence to
women but also male attitudes to
women. It provides a comprehensive
exposition of much respected opinion
in this freld and will be.valued by
many interested in these issues.
However, those looking for more con-
troversial explanations or an exami-
nation of the psychology of women
rather than of men and their society
will have to look elsewhere.
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Lawyers have long been a subject for flrction. To me Bleak
House is still the masterpiece of legal novels, but the
courtroom drama genre, linked to detective fiction has
provided solid entertainment over the years, Lawyers are
now emerging as writers of frction, throwing themselves,
appropriately, into crime and detective books. We in the
Haldane Society can claim our own lawyer stroke novelist,
Sarah Burton. She is half of a team who under the name
Hannah Wakefield, has published their second novel, A
Februøt1t Mournúng again starringDee Street, partnerin
an all women London solicitors' firm. I asked Sarah how she
does it. She told me that she provides the characters and the
plots and her friend tludy does all the writing. Sarah says
her own work has never provided any material for the
books. She does no crime. This is clear from wrong advice
given to a client about bail and staggering over optimism
about the generosity ofthe legal aid fund, even in acting for
a client accused of murder. However, the portrayal of
conflicts between colleagues touches a chord. Sarah con-
frded that she did not like AFebruary Mourning as much as
her frrst book, The Price You Pøy because it is 'not funny'.
Maybe, but A February Mourning has a tighter plot and is
faster moving and more exciting. The mood is grey, wintry,
depressed and very effective. In the frrst pages Dee discovers
she is accidentally pregnant and struggles through her
work, kidnapping, and murder attempts while pondering
the age old question'should I have it?'. The troubles in
Northern Ireland come into the plot and interesting ideas
are offered. I'm pleased to announce that another Dee
Street is on the way but Sarah isn't saying whether her new
job at Greenpeace will provide any ideas.

Thus was Ad.onís Murdered was written by Sarah
Caudwell who has practised at the Chancery Bar. She
creates 62 New Square complete with a tyrannical clerk and
some very young fogey junior tenants, one of whom is
suspected of a murder in Venice. The format is a variation
on the tried and true country house murder story. This time
the suspects are English tourists on an upmarket package.
It's all very silly and clever, perfect light reading. A copy of
the latest Finance Act left at the scene of the crime is a
decisive clue. I liked the heroine and chiefsuspect because
besides being a whiz on the Finance Acts she is a proud
single woman, unashamed of her sexual needs. She is not
looking for Mr Right, just a good time. I hnd this a
refreshing attitude in these puritanical days.

American Lawyers are at it too. I snapped up Scott
Turow's latest book, The Burden of Proof as soon as it
was published because I liked his f,rrst Presumed Innocent
so much. I was delighted to discover that a fairly minor
character in Presumed Innocent, Alejandro Stern, who
defends the hero, a fellow lawyer, is himself the hero of The
Burden ofProof. In these two books Turow has created a
fictional Midwestern city with a rich and vivid life which
could spawn many more publications. I would like a new
book please about my favourite character in The Burden of
Proof, Ms Sonia Klonsky, Assistant United States Attorney.

The Burden of Proof is an exciting thriller, which is the
least we would expect from Scott Turow. It is also a novel
of self discovery. In most other detective frction the protago-
nist is usually sadder and wiser at the end, but still their
own dynamic self, We would be most surprised if, say,
Philip Marlow had a mid-life crisis, but here Sandy Stern is

a changed man, and therein lies the force and strength of
the book,

American lawyers must frnd this book particularly in-
teresting. A lot of the law was lost on me, but I was very
interested in the assumption, shared amongst practitioners
here, that fraud is the élite of crimes, gtning the most
prestige to its defenders. I liked the description of the
minutiae of court and offrce life; the hanging around, the
closed world ofthe courtroom. Sandy Stern is passionate in
his commitment to defend; never prosecute. He is also a
warning to you chaps who spend all your time working. The
consequences ofneglecting his family are catastrophic.

Hørd Cønd,y is written by a lawyer who creates an
ex-con private detective hero. With his gangster buddies he
wreaks terrible vengeance on child abusers and other moral
undesireables either for pay or gratis. It's a sickening book,
simplistic and extremely violent. Despite the hero's stance
as a defender of women, he divides them up in the usual
sexist way - either whores or madonnas. The one act of sex
described in the book is undertaken in anger with burning
hatred. The blurb says the author'AndrewVachss, works
as a lawyer in private practice specialising in juvenile
justice and child abuse cases'. I've been pondering this bit
ofAmericana for weeks. But it's catching on. The other day
I telephoned the court section of a South London social
services department. A crisp voice answered 'juvenile
justice'. Well, why not. Next time I'm down in Balham with
the graffiti artists and junior car thieves I'll think'juvenile
justice' and stand tall.

A February Mourning, by Hannah Wakefreld, The Wom-
en's Press f,4.95
Thus wae Adonis Murdered, by Sarah Caudwell, Pen-
guin Crime, f2.99
The Burden ofProof, by Scott Turow, Bloomsbury, f 13.99
Hard Candy, by Andrew Vachss, Bodley Head, f6.gg

Black Mask is Beth Prince and she would welcome sug-
gestions for books to review.

BLASPHEMY ANCIENT AND MODERN

Nicolas Walter
Rationalist Press Association, Ê3.95

'If euerything conles from God, euerything euil conxes from God'.

BLACK MASK PUTS LAWYERS IN THE DOCK

It is this fundamental theological dilemma which is at the
heart of laws against blasphemy, laws which Nicolas Walter
would like abolished.

'Walter's approach is largely chronological. He explains
how it is theoretically impossible to avoid blaspheming
against any of the monotheistic religions and describes how
the pious ofall ages have sought to stifle dissent; originally
through the heresy law and later through the concept of
blasphemy.

Walter's potted history of the Freethought movement is
particularly strong. Among the movement's heroes is
Richard Carlisle. He received six years' imprisonment in
1819 for publishing Tom Paine's Age of Reason, which he
insisted upon reading from the dock in its entirety. He was
soonfollowed, whenthey attemptedto continuehis'ivork, by
his wife, his daughter and sundry booksellers, some of
whom promptly set up a Freethought newspaper in Newgate
Prison.

rWalter has clearly been given very little space for his
task, and there are tim¿s in this headlong dash through the
archives when one longs for a little more analysis and fewer
breathless facts. One or two themes are, however, discern-
ible. It soon becomes apparent, for example, that the pious
are often most anxious to censure radicals amongst their
own number, rather than followers of other faiths, or of
none.

Walter stresses the theological importance of sexuality
and ofrepresentations ofthe sexual act(s). From t}re Booh
ofUzekiel and the Song ofSongs toTeresa ofAvila and John
of the Cross, and through the work of Tantric and Sufi
writers, all religions have found expression in sensual
forms. It is also clear that many of those who have been
persecuted for their alleged blas-
phemy have been concerned not to
bring down their faith, but to affirm
it in a way which corresponds more
closely to their own experiences.

The question of'private justice'
forms another strand. Walter em-
phasises that the control ofreligious
expression has been used to protect
the temporal, and not the spiritual,
establishment. It is striking that
this weapon has often been wielded
by'vigilantist' organisations such as

t}ne Society for the Suppression of
Vice andtheVice Society, who went
for a succession of Paine's publish-
ers in the early nineteenth century.
A clear descendant of these is the
National Viewers' & Listeners' Asso'
ciation,ledby Mrs Mary Whitehouse
whose efforts have apparently
earned her the title'Director of Pri-
vate Prosecutions',

All these strands come together in the Gay News Case.
This book is the successor to one written in 1977 as a direct
response to the case, and the relationship shows. Walter
gives a detailed description ofthe circumstances surround-
ingthe private prosecution ofGayNews andits editor Denis
Lemon, interspersed with the comments of James Kirkup,
whose homo-erotic poem so enraged Mrs Whitehouse, but
who was never himself prosecuted. The legal issues are less
clearly dealt with, though Walter does suggest that in
abolishing the old requirements for both mens rea and a
demonstrable tendency to cause a breach ofthe peace, the
Gay News case effectively made the offence of blasphemy
one of strict liability.

This controversy, and also that surrounding Nigel
Wingrove's short frlm Visions of Ecstøsy about Teresa of
Avila, which was the subject of related proceedings under
the 1984 Video Recordings Act, led to a further revival ofthe
oft-revived Committee Against the Blasphemy Law. Watrter's
final chapter contains the Committee's summary of the
alternatives now facing legislators:'inaction';'extension';
'restriction'; 'abolition'. The reader will not be surprised to
frnd that the Committee's preference is for the latter. It is
'Walter's strength that, without ever seeming to preach, he
leads the reader no less frrmly to the same conclusion. Few
who read this book will disagree with the proposition that
'It is long pøst time for this last relic ofreligious persecution
to be abolished, ønd for religion - Iike all other forms of belie|
and behauiour - to stand or fall without special protection in
an open society'.

David Hewitt
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PUBLIC MEETINGS PROGRAMME

18th October
THE JI.TDICIARY IN THE DOCK
Speakers: Tony Gifford QC, Helena Kennedy

27th October
THE ROLE OF THE
RADICAL I"AWYER
An introduction to the work of left wing lawyers and the activities of
the Haldane Society.
Main Speaker: Helena Kennedy
Meeting 2.00 - 6.00pm
Crèche facility on request: Tel: Clare Wade on 081 809 5627

5th November
THE DN PRITT MEMORIAL LECTI,'RE -
TONY BENN
CONSCIENCE AI\TD TTIE OBLIGATION TO
OBEY THE I,AW

27t}n November
THE GI.]LF CRISIS
Speakers: Françoise Hampson (Essex University), Dr. Safra Safwat
(Union of Arab Jurists), Bernie Grant MP

All meet¡ngs at the London School of Econoftics, Houghton
Street, London WC2, at 7.00pm unless stated.

A DATE FOR YOI.]R DIARY
The Haldane Xmas Party will be held on Wednesday 12 December
at the Red Rose Club. Members will be given further details in due
course.

MANCHESTER BRANCH

The MANCHESTER BRANCH of the Haldane Society continues to
hold meetings on the 2nd Wednesday of every month at Manchester
Town Hall, Albert Square, Manchester. Speaker meetings held during
the past year have covered the following subjects: decriminalisation of
vagrancy, Vietnamese refugees in Hong Kong, Partners of Prisoners,
the Working Class Movement Library in Salford, campaigns against
deportation. Meetings are convened by Bernadette Baxter at 3 Peter
Street Manchester, M2 5QR. Tel: 061 833 1900, fax: 061832 5027

For Publicity/mailing contact:
Anthony Coombes c/o Old Exchange Buildings, 29131 King Street, M2
6BE, Tel:061 834 I25I,fax:061 834 1505.

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOKS FOR TANZANIA
ln the last issue of SL June Tweedie high-
lighted the chronic shortage of legal text-
booksavailabletoTanzanian students. The
shortage continues. lf you have any old
books to spare, even if they seem out of
date please contact June Tweedie on 071

354 2317.

ENVIRONMENTAL UNDERTAKING
A new environmental project requires vol-
untary legal help and advice. lf interested
please contact J Harvey at 13 Pamela
House, Haggerston Road, London EB 4HP,
Tel:071 2498594.

S¿ COLLECTIVE
The SL collective is looking for more help in
producing the magazine. lf you are inter-
ested please contact Katy Armstrong-Myers
at 4, Verulam Buildings, Gray's lnn, London
WCl R SLW Tel: 071 405 6114.

BRITAIN AND IRELAND
HUMAN RIGHTS PROJECT

The recently launched 'Britain and lreland
Human'Rights Project' has been warmly
welcomed by civil liberties groups as the
first initiative dealing exclusively with the
human rights dimension of the conflict in
Northern lreland.
The London-based Project, founded largely
by lawyers working on cases like the
Guildford Four and Birmingham Six, seeks
international involvement in securing basic
human rights. ln addition to its research and
publications, the Project is working with
Liberty and others to bring together human
rights organisations across the spectrum in
a'Northern lreland Human Rights Assem-
bly'to be held next summer.
For more information please contact the
Britain and Human Rights Projecl al72
Salisbury Road, Queen's ParkLondon NW6
6NY Tel: O71 249 3626.

LIBEL READING

The Morning Sfar is looking for lawyers
willing to provide libel reading services on a
voluntary basis. lf you are interested please
contact Kate Markus, 96 Chichele Road,
London NW2.

HALDANE SOCIETY OF SOCIALIST LAYUYERS

SOCIALIST LAWYER
The Haldane Society was founded in 1930. It is an organisation which
provides a forum for the discussion and analysis oflaw and the legal

system from a socialist perspective. It is independent ofany political
party. Its membership consists of individuals who are lawyers, law
teachers or students and legal workers and it also has trade union
and labour movement affiliates.

The Subcommittees of the Haldane Society carry out the Society's most
important work. They provide an opportunity for members to develop

areas ofspecial interest and to work on specifrc projects within those
areas. All the Subcommittees are eager to attract new members so if
you are interested in taking a more active part in the work ofthe Society
please contact the Convenor and s/re will let you know the dates and
venues of the meetings.

SUBCOMMITTEES:

CRIME Sally Hatfreld, 62 Maysoule Road,
London SW1l 2BW

EMPLOYMENT Damian Brown, Panther House,
38 Mount Pleasant, London WC1X OAP

GAY AND LESBIAN
RIGHTS

David Geer, 2 Plowden Buildings,
Temple, London EC4

HOUSING Annie Jessup, 7 Jennifer House,
Reedworth Street, London SEl1

INTERNATIONAL Bill Bowring, 4 Verulam Buildings,
Gray's Inn, London WC1R 5LW

LEGAL SERVICES Kate Markus, 96 Chichele Road,
London NW2

MENTAL HEALTH Fenella Morris, 67 Durlston Road,
Clapton E5 8RP

WOMEN Clare Wade, Flat 52, Shad Thames,
London SE1 2YT

NORTHERN

IRELAND

Piers Mostyn, 24 Godwin Court,

Crowdale Road, London NW1 1NN

Layout and typeset by: Petra Pryke (071) 243 1464
Printed at: Aldgate Press, 84b Whitechapel High Street, London E1
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MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION FORM

Name

Address

Complete this form (Block capitals please) and return it to:
Tony Metzeç the Haldane Society Room 205, Panther House,
38 Mount Pleasant, London WCIX OAP

Telephone number

Occupation

Workaddress

Specialinterests

STANDING ORDERS

MANDATE
Please cancel all previous standing orders to the Haldane Society of
Socialist Lawyers

Please transfer from my account No.

AI

Address

to the credit of the IIALDANE SOCIETY OF SOCIALIST LAWYERS
account No. 29214008 National Girobank, Bootle, Merseyside G1R OAA
(sorting code 72 00 05) the sum of f,8/f10/f121f20/f30 (please delete as

appropriate) now and thereafter on the same date every year until cancelled
by me in writing.

(To be completed by Membership Secretary
Pleasequoteourreference )

Name (in capitals)

Postcode

Signed Tì^ +^

SUBSCRIPTIONS
The annual subscription rates are:
Law students/pupils/articled clerks:
Retired or unwaged members

f8.00
f8.00

GreaterLondonworkersorresidents ................. ...... f20.00
Non-GreaterLondonworkersorresidents................... ß12.00
NationalAffiliates.......... ..... f,30.00
LocalAffiliates............... ...... f10.00


